VF and CF Listing – D-G

CF Daft, Sarah A.

VF D'Agostino, Anthony N.

VF Daines, Franklin D.

VF Daines, Richard.

CF Dairy month--Utah.

VF & CF Dairying.


CF Dairying. 1990-

VF & CF Dallin, Cyrus Edwin, 1861-1944.


VF Dalton, Cheryl L.

VF Daly, Frank.

CF Dams--The West.

CF Dams--The West. 1990-

CF Dams--Utah.
see also names of individual dams.


CF Dams--Utah. 1993-

VF & CF Dance.

see also names of individual dance companies.


VF Dance. 1990-


CF Dance. 1993-

VF Dance Theatre Coalition.
VF & CF Danger Cave.

see also Archaeology--Utah.

VF Darley, Roy Maughan.

VF & CF Darter, Francis Michael.

CF Daughters of the American Revolution. Utah Chapters.

Daughters of the Revolution see Utah State Society.

Daughters of the Revolution.

VF & CF Daughters of Utah Pioneers.

CF Daughters of Utah Pioneers. 1987-

CF Davern, Cedric I.


VF Davies, George K.

VF Davies, J. Kenneth.

VF Davis, Clare.

VF Davis, David Brion.

VF Davis, Delecta Moench.
VF & CF Davis, France A., 1946-

CF Davis, Nathan, 1814-1894.

VF Davis, Raleigh Dyer.

VF Davis, Zeldon A.

CF Davis County Board of Education.

VF & CF Davis County Library.

CF Davis County Library. 1988-

CF Davis School District.


CF Davis School District. 1992-

VF Davison, Stanley R.

CF Dawson, William Adams, 1903-


Daycare see Child care.

CF Daylight Saving Time--Utah.

VF & CF Days of '47.
see also Pioneer Day.


CF Days of '47. 1975-1978.

CF Days of '47. 1979-1981.

CF Days of '47. 1982-1983.


CF Days of '47. 1988.

CF Days of '47. 1989.

CF Days of '47. 1990.

VF Days of '47. 1990-

CF Days of '47. 1991.

CF Days of '47. 1992.

CF Days of '47. 1993-

CF* De Bary, Jerry, 1927-1964.: nos. 1-
VF De Boer, S. R.


VF Dead Horse Point State Park, Utah.

CF* Dead Horse Point State Park, Utah.: nos. 1-

Deaf see Utah Association for the Deaf.

VF Death.

CF* Death.: nos. 1-28

CF* Death. 1986-1990.: nos. 29-34

VF Death. 1990-

CF* Death. 1991- : nos. 35-

CF* Death.

Death penalty see Capital punishment--Utah.

VF Death Valley Monument.

CF* DeBouzek, Jean M.: nos. 1-

VF DeBry, James.
VF Deck, Arthur C.

Dee, Lawrence T. see National Conference of Christians and Jews.

VF Deep Creek Mountains.

VF Deer.

CF* Deer.: nos. 1-25


CF* Deer. 1991- : nos. 38-

CF* Deer.

CF* Defense Depot, Ogden, Utah.: nos. 1-29

see also Armed Forces--Utah; Hill Air Force Base;

Tooele Army Depot.

CF* Defense Depot, Ogden, Utah. 1991- : nos. 30-

CF* Defense Depot, Ogden, Utah.

CF* Defense Depot, Ogden, Utah.

VF DeJong, Gerrit, Jr., 1892-1978.

CF* DeJong, Gerrit, Jr., 1892-1978.: nos. 1-
VF Deland, Gary W.

VF Delaney, Jack.

VF Delgado, Abelardo Barrientos.

VF Della-Piana, Gabriel M.

CF Delle, Utah.

CF Delta Center.

see also Sports--Utah; Utah Jazz.

CF Delta Center. 1993-

VF & CF Delta, Utah.

CF Delta, Utah. 1988-

Democracy week see People Speak Foundation.

VF Democratic Party--Utah.

CF* Democratic Party--Utah.: nos. 1-28


CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1967-1975.: nos. 29-60

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1976.: nos. 61-92

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1977-1979.: nos. 93-109


CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1985.: nos. 156-181

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1986.: nos. 182-213

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1987.: nos. 214-235

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1988.: nos. 236-256

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1989.: nos. 257-283

VF Democratic Party--Utah. 1990-

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1990.: nos. 284-293

CF* Democratic Party--Utah. 1991-: nos. 294-

CF* Democratic Party--Utah.
CF* Democratic Party--Utah.

CF* Democratic Party--Utah.

CF* Democratic Party--Utah.

CF Demonstrations.

CF Demonstrations. 1989-

VF & CF Dempsey, Jack.

VF DeNevers, Noel.

VF & CF Dentistry--Utah.

CF Dentistry--Utah. 1988-

VF & CF Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company.

CF Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. 1986-


CF Denver Colorado Canon and Pacific Railroad Company.
VF Denver Federal Records Center.

CF DePaulis, Palmer.


CF DePaulis, Palmer. 1992-

CF Depression--Utah, 1929.

CF Derks Field.

see also Franklin Quest Field; Sports--Utah.


CF Derks Field. 1994-

CF Dern, Bruce.


VF & CF Derrick, Royden G.

VF Derthick, Lawrence G.

Description and travel--Salt Lake City see Salt Lake City--Description and travel.
Description and travel--Utah see Utah--Description and travel.

VF & CF Deseret Alphabet.

VF & CF Deseret Book Company.

VF Deseret Club.

VF & CF Deseret Gym.

CF Deseret Gym. 1990-

VF & CF Deseret Industries.

VF & CF Deseret Livestock Company.

VF & CF Deseret Museum.

Deseret National Bank see First Security Bank.

VF & CF Deseret News. (2 VF folders)


CF Deseret News. 1991-
VF Deseret News. 1993-

Deseret News Paper Mill see Old Mill.

VF Deseret News Press.

CF Deseret String Band.

CF Deseret Test Center.

Deseret, University of see University of Deseret.

Deseret Villages see Mentally handicapped--Utah.

VF Desert Land Grants.

CF Desert Tortoise.

CF Desert Tortoise. 1991-

CF Deserts--Utah.

Desolation Canyon see also River running.

CF Detention homes.

VF Devens, R. M.

VF & CF Devereaux House.

CF Devereaux House. 1987-


Devries, William C. see also Utah. University. Division of Artificial Organs.

VF Dewey, John R.

VF Deyhle, Donna.

VF Dialogue; A Journal of Mormon Thought.

VF & CF Diamond mines and mining--Utah.

VF & CF Dibble, Charles Elliott, 1909-


CF Dick, Bertram Gale.

VF Dickman, Sherman R.

VF Didisheim, Paul.

CF Dilworth, Mary Jane, 1830-

Dimple Dell Park see Parks--Salt Lake County.
Dimsdale, Thomas J. see Montana.

Dinosaur City, Arizona see also Grand Canyon Caverns.

VF Dinosaur National Monument.

see also Dinosaurs.

CF* Dinosaur National Monument.: nos. 1-18


CF* Dinosaur National Monument. 1989- : nos. 19-

VF Dinosaur National Monument. 1993-

Dinosaur Quarry see Dinosaur National Monument.

VF Dinosaurs.

see also Dinosaur National Monument.

CF* Dinosaurs.: nos. 1-28
CF* Dinosaurs. 1985-1988.: nos. 29-57

CF* Dinosaurs. 1989-1990.: nos. 58-82


VF Dinosaurs. 1993-

CF* Dinosaurs. 1993- : nos. 100-

VF Directories--Salt Lake City.

VF Dirks, Lee E.

VF & CF Disaster procedures.

see also Mormon Church--Disaster procedures.

VF & CF Disaster procedures. 1990-

VF Discrimination--Utah.

see also Race discrimination--Utah; Utah.

University. University Civil Rights Commission.

CF* Discrimination--Utah.: nos. 1-24

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1969-1975.: nos. 25-51

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1976-1977.: nos. 52-87

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1978-1986.: nos. 88-104

VF Discrimination--Utah. 1980-

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1987-1988.: nos. 105-126

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1989-1990.: nos. 127-142

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1991.: nos. 143-173

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1992-1993.: nos. 174-

CF* Discrimination--Utah. 1994-: nos.

CF* Discrimination--Utah.

CF* Discrimination--Utah.

VF Divett, Robert Thomas, 1925-

VF Divorce.

CF* Divorce.: nos. 1-25
CF* Divorce. 1984-1988.: nos. 26-45

CF* Divorce. 1989-1990.: nos. 46-53

CF* Divorce. 1991- : nos. 54-

CF* Divorce.

VF Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah.

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah.: nos. 1-26

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah. 1975-1987.: nos. 27-57

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah. 1988-1990.: nos. 58-65

VF Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah. 1990-

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah. 1991- : nos. 66-

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah.

CF* Dixie Junior College, St. George, Utah.

VF Dixie National Forest.
CF* Dixie National Forest.: nos. 1-


CF* Dixie National Forest.

CF* Dixie National Forest.

VF Dixie Reclamation Project.

CF* Dixie Reclamation Project.: nos. 1-


CF* Dixon, Henry Aldous, 1890-1967.: nos. 1-

CF* Dixon, John A.: nos. 1-

VF Dixon, Lafayette Maynard, 1875-1946.

CF* Dixon, Lafayette Maynard, 1875-1946.: nos. 1-

VF Dixon Paper Company. Utah History series. (2 VF folders)
VF Djobadze, Wachtang Z.


VF Dodge, Grenville Mellen, 1831-1916.

VF Doers of the Word.

CF Dogs--Utah.

CF Dogs--Utah. 1990-

CF Dolores River.

VF Done, G. Byron.

VF Donner Party.

CF Donner Trail.

CF Donner Trail. 1990-

VF Donoviel, Stephen James.

VF Dorson, Richard M.

CF Dougan, Diana Lady.

VF Douglas, Lucille.
CF Douglass, Earl, 1862-1931.

VF Dowlin, C. Edwin.

VF Downs, Robert B.

VF Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-27

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1970-1975.: nos. 28-54

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1976-1977.: nos. 55-88

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1978.: nos. 89-106

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1979-1980.: nos. 107-137

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1981-1983.: nos. 138-166

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1984-1985.: nos. 167-196

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1986. (folder
1): nos. 197-222

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1986. (folder
2): nos. 223-247

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1987.: nos.
248-273

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1988. (folder
1): nos. 274-302

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1988. (folder
2): nos. 303-332

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1989. (folder
1): nos. 333-362

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1989. (folder
2): nos. 363-391

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1990. (folder
1): nos. 392-415

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1990. (folder
2): nos. 416-436

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1991.: nos. 437-462
CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1992.: nos. 463-500

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City. 1993- : nos. 501-

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

CF* Downtown improvements--Salt Lake City.

VF & CF Draft.

CF Draft. 1984-

Draft Board see Utah. University. Selective service.
VF & CF Drag racing.

CF Drag racing. 1989-

Dram shop laws see Liquor sales--Utah.

CF Drama--Utah.

see also Lagoon Opera House; Theatre--Utah.

CF Draper, Delbert.

CF Draper, Utah.


CF Draper, Utah. 1993-

VF Dream Mine.

VF & CF Driggs, Howard Roscoe, 1873-1963.

Driver education see Automobile drivers--Utah.

Driving under the influence laws see Automobile drivers--Utah.

CF Dropouts.

CF Dropouts. 1989-
VF Drug abuse.

CF* Drug abuse.: nos. 1-24

CF* Drug abuse. 1972-1985.: nos. 25-49


CF* Drug abuse. 1986.: nos. 50-66

CF* Drug abuse. 1987.: nos. 67-96

CF* Drug abuse. 1988.: nos. 97-130


VF Drug abuse. 1990-


CF* Drug abuse. 1993- : nos. 402-

CF* Drug abuse.

CF* Drug abuse.

CF* Drug abuse.

CF* Drug abuse.

CF* Drug abuse.

VF & CF* Drug abuse--Amphetamines.: nos. 1-

CF* Drug abuse--Antihistamines.: nos. 1-
CF* Drug abuse--Cocaine.: nos. 1-17

CF* Drug abuse--Cocaine. 1989-.: nos. 18-

CF* Drug abuse--Cocaine.

CF* Drug abuse--Cocaine.

CF* Drug abuse--College campuses.: nos. 1-

CF* Drug abuse--Heroin.: nos. 1-

VF & CF* Drug abuse--LSD.: nos. 1-19

CF* Drug abuse--LSD. 1988-.: nos. 20-

CF* Drug abuse--Laws.: nos. 1-

VF & CF* Drug abuse--Marijuana.: nos. 1-23


CF* Drug abuse--Marijuana. 1989-1992.: nos. 44-68

CF* Drug abuse--Marijuana. 1993-: nos. 69-

CF* Drug abuse--Marijuana.

CF* Drug abuse--Marijuana.

CF* Drug abuse--Media.: nos. 1-
CF* Drug abuse--Methadone.: nos. 1-

CF* Drug abuse--Pep pills and glue sniffing.: nos. 1-

CF* Drug abuse--Potentilla gracillis.: nos. 1-

VF Drug abuse--Physiological effects.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.: nos. 1-28

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation. 1973-1987.: nos. 29-52

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation. 1988-1990.: nos. 53-69

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation. 1991- : nos. 70-

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Trafficking and cultivation.

CF* Drug abuse--Treatment centers.: nos. 1-
see also Community Crisis Center; Odyssey House; Project Reality.

CF* Drug abuse--Youth.: nos. 1-21

CF* Drug abuse--Youth. 1987.: nos. 22-41

CF* Drug abuse--Youth. 1988.: nos. 42-62

CF* Drug abuse--Youth. 1989.: nos. 63-90

CF* Drug abuse--Youth. 1990- : nos. 91-

CF* Drug abuse--Youth.

CF* Drug abuse--Youth.

CF* Drug abuse--Youth.

VF Drug addiction.

CF* Drug addiction.: nos. 1-

Drug Crisis Center see Community Crisis Center.

CF* Drug education.: nos. 1-

Drug laws see Drug abuse--Laws.
VF Drug marketing--Retail.

Drug testing see Drug abuse.

VF Drugs.

see also Utah. University. Drugs.

CF* Drugs.: nos. 1-19


CF* Drugs. 1980-1985.: nos. 20-41

CF* Drugs. 1986-1988.: nos. 42-62

CF* Drugs. 1989-: nos. 63-

VF Drugs. 1990-

CF* Drugs.

CF* Drugs.

CF* Drugs.

CF* Drugs.

CF* Drugs.

CF* Drugs and alcohol.: nos. 1-22

CF* Drugs and alcohol. 1987-1992.: nos. 23-37
CF* Drugs and alcohol. 1993- : nos. 38-

CF* Drugs and alcohol.

CF* Drugs and alcohol.

CF* Drugs and alcohol.

CF* Drugs and alcohol.

CF* Drugs and alcohol.

CF* Drugs--Physiological effects.: nos. 1-

VF Duchesne, Utah.

VF Duell, Prentice.

VF Dugway Proving Ground.

see also Armed Forces--Utah.

CF* Dugway Proving Ground.: nos. 1-22


CF* Dugway Proving Ground. 1989.: nos. 166-191

CF* Dugway Proving Ground. 1990.: nos. 192-210

VF Dugway Proving Ground. 1990-

CF* Dugway Proving Ground. 1991.: nos. 211-249

CF* Dugway Proving Ground. 1992-: nos. 250-

CF* Dugway Proving Ground.
Duke of Tintic see Richmond, Frederick C.

VF & CF Dummar, Melvin.

see also Hughes, Howard, 1905-1976.

CF Dummar, Melvin. 1989-

VF Dunfey, Julie.

VF Dunham, Dick.

VF & CF Dunn, Paul H.

see also Mormon Church--General Authorities.

CF Dunn, William Elmer.

VF Durango, Colorado.

CF Durham, Christine M.

VF Durham, Doralee.

VF & CF Durham, George Homer, 1911-1985.


VF Durham, Richards.


VF Dyar, W. W.


VF Dyer, Alvin L.

VF Dyer, Alvin R.

VF Dykstra, Daniel J.

VF & CF "E" Center.

VF & CF Eagle Gate.

CF Eagle Gate. 1989-

Eagle Gate Apartment and Business Complex see Mormon Church--Commercial enterprise.

CF Eagles.


CF Eagles. 1992-

VF Eardley, Armand John, 1901-1972.
CF Earth Day.

CF Earth Day. 1991-

VF Earthquakes.

CF* Earthquakes.: nos. 1-21

CF* Earthquakes. 1966-1970.: nos. 22-34


CF* Earthquakes. 1971-1974.: nos. 35-43


CF* Earthquakes. 1977.: nos. 80-90


CF* Earthquakes. 1983.: nos. 121-135

CF* Earthquakes. 1984-1985.: nos. 136-143

CF* Earthquakes. 1986.: nos. 144-163
CF* Earthquakes. 1987.: nos. 164-184

CF* Earthquakes. 1988.: nos. 185-197


CF* Earthquakes. 1991.: nos. 298-327

VF Earthquakes. 1991-

CF* Earthquakes. 1992.: nos. 328-351

CF* Earthquakes. 1993- : nos. 352-

CF* Earthquakes.

CF* Earthquakes.

CF* Earthquakes.

CF* Earthquakes.
CF* Earthquakes.

VF East, Edwin H.

CF East Canyon Dam.

VF East Crescent, Utah.

VF & CF East High School.

CF East High School. 1988-

CF Easter.

VF Easter Seal Society.

VF Ebaugh, W. C.

VF Eberstadt, Charles.


see also Utah. University. University Professor.

VF & CF Eccles, David F., 1849-1912.

VF & CF Eccles, George Stoddard, 1900-1982.

VF & CF Eccles, Marriner Stoddard, 1890-1977.

CF Eccles, Spencer Stoddard.

VF Echo Canyon Reservoir.

CF Echo Park Dam.

CF Eclipses.

VF & CF Ecology.

CF Ecology. 1989-

CF Economic Assistance, American.

VF Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.: nos. 1-27

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1966-1969.: nos. 28-60

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1970-1974.: nos. 61-93

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1975.: nos. 94-112

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1976-1979.: nos. 113-137


CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1982-1984.: nos. 168-199

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1985-1987.: nos. 200-234

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1988.: nos. 235-272


VF Economic conditions--Utah. 1990.


CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1991.: nos. 365-397

CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1992.: nos. 398-427


CF* Economic conditions--Utah. 1993- : nos. 428-

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF* Economic conditions--Utah.
CF* Economic conditions--Utah.

CF Economics--Utah.


CF Economics--Utah. 1990-

VF Ecton, Jesse V.

CF Edgewood Hall.

VF Edmunds, George F., Jr.

VF Edmunds, Lafe R.

VF Edmunds Law.

VF Edmunds-Tucker Law.

VF Education, Adult--Utah.

CF* Education, Adult--Utah.: nos. 1-

CF* Education, Adult--Utah.

CF* Education, Elementary--Utah.: nos. 1-49

CF* Education, Elementary--Utah. 1986-1990.: nos. 50-73
CF* Education, Elementary--Utah. 1991- : nos. 74-

CF* Education, Elementary--Utah.

CF* Education, Elementary--Utah.

CF* Education, Elementary--Utah.

VF Education, Higher--The West.

VF Education, Higher--Utah.

see also Universities and colleges--Utah.

CF* Education, Higher--Utah.: nos. 1-28


CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1966-1968.: nos. 29-56

CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1969.: nos. 57-77


CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1971.: nos. 99-115

CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1972.: nos. 116-141

CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1973-1975.: nos. 142-159


CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1986.: nos. 211-243

CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1987.: nos. 244-267


CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1989.: nos. 286-313


VF Education, Higher--Utah. 1991-

CF* Education, Higher--Utah. 1993-: nos. 408-

CF* Education, Higher--Utah.

CF* Education, Higher--Utah.

CF* Education, Higher--Utah.
CF* Education, Higher--Utah.

VF Education, Preschool--History.

VF Education, Secondary--Graduation Requirements.

VF Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.: nos. 1-28


CF* Education, Secondary--Utah. 1993- : nos. 53-

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

CF* Education, Secondary--Utah.

Education, Technical see Education, Vocational--Utah.

VF Education--Utah.
see also Education, Adult--Utah; Education, Elementary--Utah; Education, Higher--Utah; Education, Preschool--History; Education, Secondary--Graduation requirements; Education, Secondary--Utah; Education--Utah--Busing; Education--Utah--Crisis in Education; Education--Utah--Enrollment statistics; Education--Utah--Finance; Education--Utah--History; Education, Vocational--Utah; Private schools--Utah; Public schools--Utah; Teachers--Utah; Universities and Colleges--Utah; Utah Education Association; Utah. State Board of Education; Utah. State Board of Higher Education; Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education.

CF* Education--Utah.: nos. 1-40


CF* Education--Utah. 1963. (folder 1): nos. 41-71

CF* Education--Utah. 1964. (folder 1): nos. 100-130

CF* Education--Utah. 1964. (folder 2): nos. 131-161

CF* Education--Utah. 1964. (folder 3): nos. 162-189

CF* Education--Utah. 1965. (folder 1): nos. 190-220

CF* Education--Utah. 1965. (folder 2): nos. 221-245

CF* Education--Utah. 1965. (folder 3): nos. 246-262

CF* Education--Utah. 1966. (folder 1): nos. 263-293

CF* Education--Utah. 1966. (folder 2): nos. 294-324

CF* Education--Utah. 1966. (folder 3): nos. 325-347

CF* Education--Utah. 1967. (folder 1): nos. 348-378


CF* Education--Utah. 1968-1969.: nos. 411-435

CF* Education--Utah. 1970.: nos. 436-456


CF* Education--Utah. 1971. folder 2): nos. 488-504

CF* Education--Utah. 1972.: nos. 507-530

CF* Education--Utah. 1973-1975.: nos. 531-574

CF* Education--Utah. 1976. (folder 1): nos. 575-605

CF* Education--Utah. 1976. (folder 2): nos. 606-626

CF* Education--Utah. 1977. (folder 1): nos. 627-650

CF* Education--Utah. 1977. (folder 2): nos. 651-665

CF* Education--Utah. 1978.: nos. 666-678

CF* Education--Utah. 1979.: nos. 679-707


CF* Education--Utah. 1980.: nos. 707-737


CF* Education--Utah. 1982.: nos. 783-812

CF* Education--Utah. 1983. (folder 1): nos. 812-845

CF* Education--Utah. 1984. (folder 1): nos. 878-910


CF* Education--Utah. 1985. (folder 2): nos. 968-999

CF* Education--Utah. 1986. (folder 1): nos. 1000-1030

CF* Education--Utah. 1986. (folder 2): nos. 1031-1061

CF* Education--Utah. 1986. (folder 3): nos. 1062-1091


CF* Education--Utah. 1988. (folder 1): nos. 1202-1232


CF* Education--Utah. 1989. (folder 1): nos. 1288-1300


CF* Education--Utah. 1989. (folder 4): nos. 1361-1386

CF* Education--Utah. 1989. (folder 5): nos. 1387-1407


CF* Education--Utah. 1990. (folder 1): nos. 1430-1460

CF* Education--Utah. 1990. (folder 2): nos. 1461-1491

CF* Education--Utah. 1990. (folder 3): nos. 1492-1527

CF* Education--Utah. 1990. (folder 4): nos. 1528-1558

CF* Education--Utah. 1990. (folder 5): nos. 1559-1593

VF Education--Utah. 1990-


CF* Education--Utah. 1993.: nos. 1767-

CF* Education--Utah.
CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah.

CF* Education--Utah--Busing.: nos. 1-43

CF* Education--Utah--Busing. 1992- : nos. 44-
CF* Education--Utah--Busing.

CF* Education--Utah--Crisis in Education.: nos. 1-25

CF* Education--Utah--Crisis in Education. 1964. (folder 1): nos. 26-56

CF* Education--Utah--Crisis in Education. 1964. (folder 2):
nos. 57-74

CF* Education--Utah--Crisis in Education. 1986- : nos. 75-

CF* Education--Utah--Crisis in Education.

VF Education--Utah. Education in Utah: A Call to Action.

VF Education--Utah--Enrollment statistics.

VF Education--Utah--Finance.

CF* Education--Utah--Finance.: nos. 1-25

CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1964-1965.: nos. 26-56

CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1966-1974.: nos. 57-91
CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1975-1977.: nos. 92-122

CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1978-1979.: nos. 123-142


CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1982-1985.: nos. 169-192

CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1986.: nos. 193-230

CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1987-1989.: nos. 231-264


CF* Education--Utah--Finance. 1990.: nos. 265-284


VF Education--Utah. Finance. 1991-

CF* Education--Utah. Finance. 1993- : nos. 304-

CF* Education--Utah--Finance.

VF Education--Utah--History.
see also Education, Preschool--History; Private schools--Utah.

VF Education, Vocational--Utah.

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1980-

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1981.: nos. 27-60

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1982-1984.: nos. 61-92

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1985-1988.: nos. 93-112

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1989-1990.: nos. 113-141

CF* Education, Vocational--Utah. 1991-: nos. 142-

VF Educational Talent Search Project.

VF Edwards, John L.

VF Edwards, Karl O.

VF Edwards, Walter Meayers.

Eggs see Poultry--Utah.

VF Egoscue, Harold J.

VF Ehlman, Arthur J.

VF CF Eimco.

Ekotek Superfund site see Nuclear waste material; Pollution, land pollution--Utah; Pollution, Radioactive pollution--Utah.

CF El Paso Natural Gas Company.

Elderly see Senior citizens.

VF & CF Election laws--Utah.


CF Election laws--Utah. 1986-

VF Election laws--Utah. 1991-

Elections--Utah see Utah--Elections.

VF & CF Electricity--Utah.
CF Electricity--Utah. 1990-

VF Elias Morris and Sons.

CF Elko, Nevada.

VF & CF Elks Lodge.


VF Ellison, Lincoln.

VF Ellsworth, Clarence, 1885-1961.

VF & CF Ellsworth, Samuel George, 1916-

VF Emergency aid.

CF* Emergency aid.: nos. 1-31

CF* Emergency aid. 1988-1990.: nos. 32-65


CF* Emergency aid. 1993- : nos. 97-

CF* Emergency aid.

CF* Emergency aid.
CF* Emergency aid.

VF Emergency medical services.

CF* Emergency medical services.: nos. 1-29

CF* Emergency medical services. 1978-1983.: nos. 30-52

CF* Emergency medical services. 1984-1989.: nos. 53-67

CF* Emergency medical services. 1990-: nos. 68-

VF Emergency medical services. 1991-

VF & CF Emery, Alfred C.

VF Emery, Martha.

VF & CF Emigration and immigration--Utah.
CF Emigration Canyon.

CF Emigration Canyon. 1986-

Emission controls see Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.

VF & CF Emma Mine.

CF Employees--Salt Lake City.


CF Employees--Salt Lake City. 1990-

CF Employees--Salt Lake County.

CF Employees--Salt Lake County. 1989-

VF & CF Employees--Utah.

see also Merit system--Utah.


CF Employees--Utah. 1989.
CF Employees--Utah. 1990.

VF Employees--Utah. 1990-


CF Employees--Utah. 1993-

VF Employment--Utah.


CF Employment--Utah. 1965.


CF Employment--Utah. 1968.


VF Employment--Utah. 1993-

CF Employment--Utah. 1993-

CF Empress Theatre.

VF & CF Endangered species.


CF Endangered species. 1993-

CF Endowment House.

CF* Energy boom--Utah.: nos. 1-25

CF* Energy boom--Utah. 1990- : nos. 26-
CF* Energy boom--Utah.

VF Energy--Conservation.

CF* Energy--Conservation.: nos. 1-26


CF* Energy--Conservation. 1991-: nos. 52-

CF* Energy--Conservation.

VF Energy--Conservation. 1993-

CF* Energy crisis.: nos. 1-26

CF* Energy crisis. 1975-1979.: nos. 27-149

CF* Energy--Governor's Energy Conservation and Development Council.: nos. 1-

VF & CF Energy--Resource development.

see also Indians of North America--Energy resources.

VF Energy--Resource development. 1980-


CF Energy--Resource development. 1987-

CF Energy--Societal effects.

CF Energy--Societal effects. 1987-

VF Energy--Utah.

see also Indians of North America--Energy resources.

CF* Energy--Utah.: nos. 1-26


CF* Energy--Utah. 1982-1988.: nos. 49-65

CF* Energy--Utah. 1989- : nos. 66-

VF Energy--Utah. 1991-

CF* Energy--Utah.

CF* Energy--Utah.
CF* Energy--Utah.

CF Engalitcheff, Susanna Bransford Emery Holmes Delitch, 1859-1942.


VF & CF Engen, Alf.

VF Enger, Walter D., Jr.

VF & CF Engineers and engineering--Utah.


VF Ensign Club.

VF & CF Ensign Peak.

VF & CF Enterprise, Utah.

VF & CF Entertainment--Utah.


CF Entertainment--Utah. 1990.


VF & CF Environment.

see also Environmental Protection Agency;

Pollution--Utah; Recycling; Utah Environment Center; Utah. University. Ecology Center. Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility.


VF Environment. 1980-


CF Environment. 1993-

CF Environment--Urban.

see also Growth--Salt Lake City; Growth--Utah.

CF Environment--Urban. 1987-

CF Environment Week. 1971.

VF & CF Environmental Protection Agency.
CF Environmental Protection Agency. 1986-

CF Envirotech.

VF & CF Envirowest.

Ephedra see Mormon tea.

VF & CF Ephraim, Utah.

VF & CF Episcopal Church.

CF Episcopal Church. 1988-

VF Epstein, Jason.

VF & CF Equal Rights Amendment.

see also Johnson, Sonia.


CF Equal Rights Amendment. 1977.

CF Equal Rights Amendment. 1978.


VF Equal Rights Amendment. 1980-

CF Equal Rights Amendment. 1989-


VF Erickson, Max P.

VF Erickson, Steve.

VF Erisman, Fred.

Escalante, Silvestre, Velez de, fl. 1768-1779 see Velez de Escalante, Silvestre, fl. 1768-1779.

VF & CF Escalante-Dominguez Expedition, 1776.

CF Escalante-Dominguez Expedition, 1776. 1984-

CF Escalante Trail.

VF & CF Escalante, Utah.

VF Escalante Wilderness Area.

see also Wilderness areas--Utah.

VF Escalante Wilderness Area. 1990-
VF & CF Eskdale, Utah.

see also Aaronic Order.

VF Esplin, Don W.

VF Esplin, Ronald K.

CF Esqueda, Carlos Garcia.


CF Ethnic groups--History--Utah.

see also Minorities--Utah.

VF & CF Ettie Lee Home for Boys.

VF & CF Eureka, Utah.

Euthanasia see Mercy Killing.

VF Evans, Bill.

VF Evans, David W.

VF & CF Evans, Frank, 1873-1950.

VF Evans, Harry.

VF Evans, John Henry.
VF & CF Evans, John R., 1932-

VF Evans, Lawrence C.


CF Evanston, Wyoming.

VF Evening and Morning Star.

VF Everett, Amelia D.

Evolution see also Mormon Church--Evolution.

VF Ewers, John C.

CF Exchange Club.

CF Exchange Place.

CF Exchange students.

Exhaust emissions see Pollution, Air pollution--Utah.

VF & CF Exhibits.

CF Ex-Mormons for Jesus.

CF Explorers.
CF Explosives.

Exports see Foreign trade.

VF Eyre, Larry.


CF Eyring, Henry, 1901-1981. 1988-

CF Eyring Research Institute.

CF Eyring Research Institute. 1989-

VF Eyzaguirre, Carlos E.

F. A. R. M. S. see Foundation for Ancient Research and
Mormon Studies.

FBI see U. S. Federal Bureau of Investigations--Utah.

VF & CF Fabian, Harold Pegram, 1885-1975.

VF Fabian, Josephine C.

VF Fabiano, Nino.

Fair see Utah. State Fair.

CF Fairfield, Utah.

VF & CF Fairmont Park.

VF Fairmont Park Training Center.

Fairpark see Utah. State Fair.

CF Fairview, Utah.

Falcons see Birds--Utah.

VF Families--Domestic relations.

CF* Families--Domestic relations.: nos. 1-22 (no. 16
MISSING: 4/17/89)

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1981-1982.: nos. 23-33

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1983-1987.: nos. 34-48

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1988.: nos. 49-64

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1989.: nos. 65-86

VF Families--Domestic relations. 1990-

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1990.: nos. 87-129

CF* Families--Domestic relations. 1993- : nos. 154-

CF* Families--Domestic relations.

CF* Families--Domestic relations.

CF* Families--Domestic relations.

CF* Families--Domestic relations.

CF* Families--Domestic relations.

VF Families in crisis.

CF* Families in crisis.: nos. 1-22

VF Families in crisis. 1990-

CF* Families in crisis. 1993- nos. 23-

CF* Families in crisis.

CF* Families in crisis.

CF* Families in crisis.
Family see also Utah Conference on Family Life.

VF Family Service Counseling Center.

VF & CF Family Service Society.

CF* Farley, Frances.: nos. 1-20

CF* Farley, Frances. 1981-1987.: nos. 21-43

CF* Farley, Frances. 1988- : nos. 44-

Farm implements see Bumbleberry Enterprises.

CF Farmers Home Administration.

VF Farmer's Union.

VF & CF Farmington, Utah.

CF Farmington, Utah. 1991-

Farmington, Utah. Davis County Bank see Davis County Bank.

VF Farnsworth, K. E.

CF Farnsworth, LaMar.

VF & CF Farnsworth, Philo Taylor.
CF Farnsworth, Philo Taylor. 1991-

Farr, Cecilia Konchar (tenure dispute at Brigham Young University) see Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah. 1993.

CF Farr, Lorin, 1820-1909.

CF Farr, Lowell and Naomi.

Farr, Naomi see Farr, Lowell and Naomi.

VF Farr, William B.

VF & CF Fashion Place Mall.

VF & CF Fashion--Utah.

CF Fashion--Utah. 1989-

VF Fassell, Wayne Martin, Jr.

VF Faulkner, Connie P.

VF & CF Fausett, Dean and Lynn.

VF Faust, Augustus F.

VF Fawley, Paul C.
CF Federal Aviation Agency.

CF Federal Building.

VF Federal Business Association for Utah.

VF & CF Federal funds--Utah.


CF Federal funds--Utah. 1991-

VF & CF Federal government in Utah.

CF Federal government in Utah. 1984-

VF Federal Heights.

CF Federal Way.

VF & CF Federation of Rocky Mountain States.

VF & CF Fellows, George Emory, 1858-1942.

VF & CF Felt, Ann Marie Fox, 1900-

Feltenstein, Harry D. see Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources.
VF Feltis, Richard D.

VF Fenn, Susan.

VF Fenning, Con C.

VF Fergusson, Harvey.

CF Ferrin, Arnie.

Festival of the American West see Utah. State University of Agriculture and Applied Science, Logan, Utah. Festival of the West.

VF & CF Festival of the Arts for the Young.

Festival of the West see Utah. State University of Agriculture and Applied Science, Logan, Utah. Festival of the West.

VF Fetzer, Clark B.

VF Fey, Harold E.


VF & CF Fillmore, Utah.

CF Fillmore, Utah. 1989-
VF & CF Finance, Public--Salt Lake City.

CF Finance, Public--Salt Lake County.

VF & CF Finance, Public--Utah.

VF Finance, Public--Utah. 1980-

CF Finance, Public--Utah. 1984-

Financial Aids and Scholarships see Utah. University.

Financial Aids and Scholarships.

VF Findley, Rowe.

VF & CF Fine arts.

see also Art, American--The West; Art, American--Utah; Artists, American--The West; Artists, American--Utah; Dance; Music --Studying and Teaching.


VF Fine arts. 1991-

CF Fine arts. 1992-

Fine Arts Center--Salt Lake City see Salt Palace Center.

VF & CF Fine Arts Press. (2 VF folders)

Fire Department--Salt Lake City see Salt Lake City--Fire Department.

VF & CF Fire prevention.

CF Fire prevention. 1986-

VF & CF Firemen--Utah.


CF Fires--Salt Lake City. 1988-1991

CF Fires--Salt Lake City. 1992-


CF Fires--Salt Lake County. 1988-

CF Fires--The West.
see also Yellowstone National Park.


CF Fires--The West. 1990-

CF Fires--Utah.


CF Fires--Utah. 1990. (2 CF folders)


CF Fires--Utah. 1993-

VF & CF Firmage, Edwin Brown.

VF & CF Firmage, Edwin Brown. 1990-

VF Firmage, Richard A.

VF First Baptist Church. Ogden, Utah.
VF & CF First Congregational Church. Salt Lake City, Utah.

VF & CF First Federal Savings.


VF & CF First Security Corporation.

CF First Security Corporation. 1991-

VF & CF Fish.


CF Fish. 1992-

VF & CF Fish Lake, Utah.

VF Fisher, Albert L.

VF & CF Fisher, Bernard F.

VF Fisher, J. Sheldon.


VF & CF Fishing--Utah.

see also Utah. Division of Wildlife Resources.
CF Fishing--Utah. 1964.

CF Fishing--Utah. 1965.

CF Fishing--Utah. 1966.

CF Fishing--Utah. 1967.

CF Fishing--Utah. 1968.

CF Fishing--Utah. 1969.


VF & CF Fishing--Utah. 1991-

VF Fishlake National Forest.

CF Fister, George M.

VF Fitzgerald, John W.

VF Fitzgerald, Sherman K.
CF Fitzpatrick, John F.

CF Flag, American.

CF Flag, American. 1991-

VF Flags.

see also Flag, American; Utah. State flag.


CF Flake, Chad J.

VF & CF Flake, Green.

Flaming Gorge Dam see also Flaming Gorge, Utah.

Flaming Gorge Lake see Flaming Gorge, Utah.

Flaming Gorge Recreation Area see Flaming Gorge, Utah.

Flaming Gorge Reservoir see Flaming Gorge, Utah.

VF & CF Flaming Gorge, Utah.

CF Flaming Gorge, Utah. 1988-

CF Flannery, John.

VF Flannery, Kit.
VF Flemming, Paul.

Fletcher, Dale Thompson see also Artists, American--Utah.

CF Fletcher, Fay Lee.

VF & CF Fletcher, Harvey, 1884-1981.

VF Fletcher, James Chipman, 1919-1991. (2 VF folders)

CF Fletcher, James Chipman, 1919-1991. 1964. (2 CF folders)


CF Fletcher, James Chipman, 1919-1991. 1990-

VF & CF Fletcher, Lorena Chipman, 1888-1967.

VF Fletcher, Rupert J.


CF Flood control--Salt Lake City.

CF Flood control--Salt Lake City. 1988-
VF & CF Flood control--Utah.

CF Flood control--Utah. 1988-

CF Floods--Salt Lake County.

CF Floods--Salt Lake County. 1990-

VF & CF Floods--The West.

CF Floods--The West. 1990-

VF Floods--Utah.

CF* Floods--Utah.: nos. 1-21

CF* Floods--Utah. 1965. (folder 1): nos. 22-54


CF* Floods--Utah. 1983. (folder 6): nos. 229-238

CF* Floods--Utah. 1984-1985.: nos. 239-260


CF* Floods--Utah. 1987-1988.: nos. 305-315

CF* Floods--Utah. 1989.: nos. 316-337


VF Floods--Utah. 1990-

CF* Floods--Utah. 1992- : nos. 363-

CF* Floods--Utah.

CF* Floods--Utah.

CF* Floods--Utah.
CF* Floods--Utah.

VF Florin, Lambert.

VF & CF Flour-mills--Utah.

Flouridation (sic) see Fluoridation.

CF Flower Fund.


VF & CF Flowers--Utah.

VF Fluoridation.

CF Fluoridation. (2 CF folders)

CF Fluoridation. 1986-

VF Flusser, D.

Flying saucers see Unidentified flying objects.

VF & CF Folklore.

VF Folklore. 1970-

CF Folklore. 1987-

VF & CF Folklore Society of Utah.
see also Folklore; Salt Lake Folklore Society.


VF Folklore Society of Utah. 1991-

VF & CF Folksongs, American--Utah.

CF Folland, Helen and Harold.

CF Food.

CF Food Bank.

VF & CF Food stamps.

CF Food stamps. 1988-

CF Football--Utah.

CF Football--Utah. 1988-

VF Foote, Ellis.

VF Foote, Francis S.

CF Ford, Gerald R.

CF Ford, Gerald R. 1990-
VF Ford, Herbert.

VF Fordham, Jefferson B.

VF & CF Foreign investment in Utah.

VF & CF Foreign language groups--Utah.

CF Foreign Language League Schools, Inc.

Foreign Policy Association see Utah. University. Great Decisions Series.

CF Foreign relations.

Foreign relations policy see U. S.--Foreign relations;
International relations.

VF & CF Foreign trade.


VF & CF Foreign trade. 1991-

VF Foreign trade. 1991-

VF Forest products--Utah.
see also Trees--the West.
see also U. S. Army. 24th Infantry Regiment.

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah.: nos. 1-30

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah. 1966-1968.: nos. 31-58


CF* Fort Douglas, Utah. 1979-1984.: nos. 86-118


CF* Fort Douglas, Utah. 1989.: nos. 152-179

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah. 1990.: nos. 180-207

VF Fort Douglas, Utah. 1990-


CF* Fort Douglas, Utah. 1993- : nos. 227-

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah.

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah.

CF* Fort Douglas, Utah.
VF Fort Garland, Colorado.

VF & CF Fort Laramie, Wyoming.

VF Fort Moroni, Arizona.

VF Fort Selden, New Mexico.

Fort Union see Union Fort.

VF & CF Forts.

Fossil finds--Utah see Dinosaurs; Fossils.

VF & CF Fossils.


CF Fossils. 1993-

Foster, C. A. see Nauvoo.

CF Foster, LeNora Thomas.

VF & CF Foster parents.

CF Foster parents. 1990-

VF Fouch, Thomas D.
VF & CF Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies.

VF Foundations.

CF Fountain Green, Utah.

CF Four Corners Heritage Council.

VF & CF Four Corners Monument.

VF & CF Four Corners Regional Commission.

CF 4-H Clubs--Utah.

CF 4-H Clubs--Utah. 1991-

Four Seasons Resort see Heritage Mountain.

CF Fourth of July.


CF Fourth of July. 1992-

VF Foushee, Eugene.

CF Foweles, J. Francis.
VF & CF Fowler, William C.

VF Fowles, Grant Robert, 1919-

VF Fox, Feramorz Young.

VF Fox, Luacine Clark.

VF & CF Fox, Ruth May, 1854-1958.

VF Francaviglia, Richard V.

France see Utah. University. Spotlight on France.

VF Francis, Rell E.

CF Frank, Arthur.

CF* Franklin, Joseph Paul.: nos 1-29


CF* Franklin, Joseph Paul. February 1981.: nos. 43-60

CF* Franklin, Joseph Paul. March 1981.: nos. 61-85


CF* Franklin, Joseph Paul. 1990- : nos. 166-

VF Franklin, Michael R.

CF Franklin Quest Field.
see also Derks Field; Sports--Utah.

CF Fraternal Order of Eagles.

Fraud see Crime--Utah.

VF Fraughton, Edward J.

CF Frazer, Mabel Pearl, 1887-1982.

VF Frazier, Alton V.

VF Free Film Society.

CF Free Mormon Brigade.

VF Freeborn, Leland F.

VF Freed, David B.

CF Freed, David L., 1909-
VF Freedgood, Seymour.

CF Freedom Foundation Speech and Essay Contest.

CF Freedom of the Press.

see also Shield Law.

VF & CF Freedoms Foundation.

VF Freemasons.

VF Freemasons--Catalogues. (2 VF folders)

VF Freemasons--Lodge publications.

VF & CF Freemasons--Utah.

CF Freemen Institute.

see also Skousen, Willard Cleon, 1913-

VF & CF Freeport.

CF Freeport. 1989-

Freeways see Highways--Utah; Roads--The West;

Roads--Utah.

VF Freilicher, Lila.
VF & CF Fremont, John Charles, 1813-1890.

VF Fremont culture.

see also Archaeology--Utah; Fremont Indian State Park.

VF & CF Fremont Indian State Park. *

see also Archaeology--Utah; Fremont culture.

CF Fremont Indian State Park. 1991-

CF Fremont Island.

VF French, Emma Batchelder Lee.

VF French, Robert O.

VF & CF Friberg, Arnold, 1913-

CF Friberg, Arnold. 1913-. 1991-

VF Friends of Church History.

CF The Friendship Force.

VF & CF Friendship Manor.

Friendship Wall see Tracy, Russel Lord, 1860-1945.
VF Friggens, Paul.

Frisco, Utah see also Ghost towns.

VF & CF Frobes, Virginia P.

VF Froiseth, Bernard Arnold Martin, 1839-1922.

VF & CF Frontier Airlines.

CF Fruit Heights, Utah.

VF & CF Fruit--Utah.


CF Fruit--Utah. 1992-

CF Fruita, Utah.

VF Fryer, Judith.

CF Fullmer, Don.

VF & CF Fullmer, Gene.

VF Fulton, Gilbert A., Jr.

Fundamentalists see Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. (Fundamentalists).
CF Funeral rites and customs.

VF Fur trade--The West.

CF Fur trade--Utah.

VF Furgis, Peter.

CF Furniture--Utah.

VF Furst, Alan.

VF Futrell, Jean H.


CF Future Homemakers of America. Utah Chapters.

VF & CF Gadsby, George Madill.

VF & CF Gaeth, Arthur, 1905-

VF Gallacher, Stuart A.

Galli cousins (crime spree) see Crime--Salt Lake City.

VF Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.: nos. 1-16
CF* Gambling--Utah. 1980-1985.: nos. 17-29

CF* Gambling--Utah. 1986-1987.: nos. 30-43

CF* Gambling--Utah. 1988-1990.: nos. 44-72

VF Gambling--Utah. 1990-

CF* Gambling--Utah. 1991.: nos. 73-97


CF* Gambling--Utah. 1993-: nos. 179-

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.

CF* Gambling--Utah.
CF* Gambling--Utah.

VF & CF Gangs and gang violence--Utah.

see also Juvenile delinquency.

VF Ganzert, Frederick William.

VF & CF Garbage disposal.


CF Garbage disposal. 1992-

Garcia, Jesse see Capital punishment--Utah.

VF Gard, Wayne.

Garden Clubs see Gardening--Societies, etc.; Utah

Associated Garden Clubs.

VF & CF Gardening--Societies, etc. (2 CF folders)

CF Gardening--Societies, etc. 1988-

VF Gardner, Amy McAllister Silver.
VF Gardner, David Pierpont, 1933- .


CF Gardner, David Pierpont, 1933- . 1986-

VF Gardner, Eldon John, 1909- .

VF Gardner, George.


VF & CF Gardner, Jack.

CF Gardner, Pete D.

VF Gardner, R. B.

VF Gardner Historic Village.

CF Gardo House.

VF & CF Garfield Beach.
VF Garland, Utah.

CF Garlington, Jack.

VF Garn, Edwin Jacob.


CF Garn, Edwin Jacob. 1978.


CF Garn, Edwin Jacob. 1993-
VF Garnett, William A.

VF & CF Garrard, Roy.

VF Garrett, David F.

Gasohol see Gasoline.

VF & CF Gasoline.


CF Gasoline. 1990.


CF Gasoline. 1992-

VF Gates, Brigham Cecil.

VF & CF Gates, Crawford, 1922-

VF & CF Gates, Susa Young, 1856-1933.

VF Gayler, George R.

VF & CF Geary, Anthony.

VF Geddes, Joseph Arch, 1884-1981.

VF & CF Geerlings, Jacob.

CF Geerlings, Paul F., 1931-

CF Gelande Championships.

VF Gelfand, Sidney.

VF & CF Gemboree of the Rockies.

Genealogical Society of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints see Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Department.

Genealogical Society of Utah see Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. Genealogical Department; Genealogy.

VF & CF Genealogy.


VF Genealogy. 1993-
CF General Motors.


VF Gentile Bureau of Information.

VF & CF Geology--Utah.

see also Utah. University. Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey.

George Q. Cannon & Sons see also Deseret Book Co.

George Thomas Library see Utah. University. Libraries.

George Thomas Library.

VF & CF Geothermal energy.

see also Utah Roses, Inc.

CF Geothermal energy. 1984-

VF Geothermal energy. 1993-

CF German Theatre of Salt Lake.

VF Ghiron, Camillo Angelo.

VF & CF Ghiselin, Brewster, 1903-

VF Ghiselin, Olive.
VF Ghost Dance.

VF & CF Ghost towns.

see also Names of specific ghost towns, ie:

Silver Reef, Utah.

CF Ghost towns. 1980-

VF & CF Ghost towns--The West.

CF Ghost towns--The West. 1983-

VF & CF Gibbs, Peter.

VF Gibson, Michael D.

VF Gibson, Ray A.

VF Gibson, Walter Murray.

CF Gibson, William.

VF Gilcrease Museum.


VF Giles, John R.

VF CF Gilgal Gardens.
CF Gilgal Gardens. 1994-

VF & CF Gilmore, Gary Mark, ?-1977. (2 VF folders)
see also Capital punishment--Utah.


CF Gilmore, Gary Mark, ?-1977. 1984-

CF Gilmour, Craddock Matthew "Sandy".

VF Gilmour, Hugh Stewart Allen.

VF & CF Gilsonite.

VF Ginnell, Robert.

CF Girl of the Year.

VF & CF Girl Scouts of America.
see also Utah Girl Scout Council.


CF Girl Scouts of America. 1994-
CF Girls State.

CF Girls State. 1987-

VF & CF Girls Village.


CF Girls Village. 1994-


CF Glasmann, William Wiese, Sr.

VF Glaucoma--Utah.

VF Glen Canyon.

see also Colorado River Storage Project; Glen Canyon Dam; Glen Canyon National Recreation Area; Lake Powell; River running.

CF* Glen Canyon.: nos. 1-20

CF* Glen Canyon. 1964-1965.: nos. 21-49
CF* Glen Canyon. 1966-1976.: nos. 50-79

CF* Glen Canyon. 1977-1987.: nos. 80-92

CF* Glen Canyon. 1988-1990.: nos. 93-119

CF* Glen Canyon. 1991- : nos. 120-

CF* Glen Canyon.

VF Glen Canyon Dam.

see also Colorado River Storage Project; Glen Canyon; Glen Canyon National Recreation Area; Lake Powell; River running.

VF Glen Canyon Dam. 1991-

VF Glen Canyon National Recreation Area.

see also Colorado River Storage Project; Glen Canyon; Glen Canyon Dam; Lake Powell.

VF Glenwood Forest Reserve.

CF Gliding (Aircraft).

VF Glover, Craig.
CF Goals for Utah.

CF Goates, Les.

VF & CF Goates, Wallace A.

VF & CF Goblin Valley, Utah.

Godbeites see Church of Zion (Godbeites).

VF & CF Goddard, John M.

Godhead see Mormon Church--Doctrine--Godhead.

VF Goff, David E.

VF & CF Gold.

see also Mines and mineral resources--Utah.

CF Gold. 1989-

Gold Hill, Utah see Ghost towns.

VF Gold mines and mining--Utah.

VF Goldberg, Robert.

Golden Eagles see Salt Lake Golden Eagles.

VF Golden Plates.
VF & CF Golden Spike. (2 VF folders)

see also Promontory Point, Utah.


VF & CF Golden Spike. 1990-

CF Golden Spike--Horse shows.

VF & CF Golden Spike--Livestock shows.

CF Golden Spike--Livestock shows. 1988-

CF Golden Spike Players.

CF Golden Spike--Ram sales.

CF Golden Spikers.

VF Goldman, Rosalie.

VF & CF Goldston, Gregg.

VF Goldthorpe, Fred C.

VF Goldwater, Barry.

VF & CF Golf.


VF Golf. 1993-

CF Golf. 1994-

VF & CF Golka, Robert K.

VF Gonzales, William H.

VF Goodman, Jack.

VF Goodnight, Charles.

VF Goodwin, Charles Carroll, 1832-1917.

Goodyear, Miles Morris, 1817-1849 see also Fort Buenaventura.

"Gooney Bird" (C-47) see Hill Air Force Base. 1969.
VF Gordon, Oakley J.

CF Gordon, Victor.

VF Gore, Rick.

Gorgoza see Parley's Summit.

VF & CF Gorham, Maude Smith, 1870-1959.

VF Gorman, Burton W.

VF & CF Goshute Indians.

VF & CF Goss, Peter L.

VF Goss, Peter L. 1991-

VF & CF Gossett, William T.

CF Gourley, David.

VF Governor's Advisory Council on Physical Fitness.

Governor's Black Policy Advisory Committee see also
Utah Commission on Black Affairs.

CF Governor's Black Policy Advisory Council.

CF Governor's Commission on Human Rights.
CF Governor's Commission on the Status of the Family.

VF & CF Governor's Commission on the Status of Women.
see also Women--Rights of Women.

CF Governor's Commission on the Status of Women. 1990-

VF Governor's Committee on Defective Delinquent and
Aggressive Sex Offenders Report.

VF & CF Governor's Conference.
see also Western Governor's Conference.

VF Governor's Conference on Education.

VF & CF Governor's Conference on History and Heritage.

VF Governor's Conference on Libraries and Information
Sciences.

VF Governor's Mansion.

CF Governor's Plaza.

VF Gowans, E. G., 1868-1930.

Graduation requirements see Education,
Secondary--Graduation requirements.
CF Grafton, Utah.

CF Grafton, Utah. 1989-

CF Ghaham, Jan.

VF & CF Graham, Rose Kendall Thomas, 1875-1967.

Grain--Milling--Utah see also Flour-mills--Utah.

VF & CF Grand Canyon.

see also River running.

VF Grand Canyon. 1900-1959.


VF Grand Canyon. 1980-


CF Grand Canyon. 1992-

VF Grand Canyon Caverns.

Grand Canyon National Park see Grand Canyon.

CF Grand Juries.
CF Grand Juries. 1987-

VF CF Grand Staircase-Escalante Monument.

CF Granger, Utah.

Granite Canyon see also River running.

Granite Community Mental Health Center see Mental Health Centers--Granite Center.

CF Granite Mill.

see also Old Mill.

VF & CF Granite Mountain Records Vault.

VF Granite Mountain Records Vault. 1980-

VF Granite National Bank.

CF Granite Park, Utah.

VF & CF Granite School District, Utah.


VF Granite School District, Utah. 1990-


CF Granite School District, Utah. 1993-

VF Grant, Bruce.

VF Grant, Claude W.

VF Grant, H. Roger.

VF & CF Grant, Heber Jiddy, 1856-1945. (2 CF folders)

CF Grant, Heber Jiddy, 1856-1945. 1989-

CF Grant, Jedediah Morgan, 1816-1856.
Grant, Mary Helen Van Orden see Van Orden, Mary Helen.

VF Grant School.

VF & CF Grantsville, Utah.

VF Graves, Theodore D.

CF Gravestones.

VF Gray, Ralph.

VF Gray, Robert Mack.

VF & CF Grazing and grazing districts--Utah.


CF Grazing and grazing districts--Utah. 1991.

CF Grazing and grazing districts--Utah. 1992-

VF & CF Great Basin.

VF & CF Great Basin. 1990-

Great Basin National Park see Great Basin.

VF Great Salt Lake.

see also Brine shrimp; Citizen's League for the
Protection, Planning and Development of the Great
Salt Lake, Utah; Saltair.

CF* Great Salt Lake.: nos. 1-35


CF* Great Salt Lake. 1965.: nos. 36-61


CF* Great Salt Lake. 1971.: nos. 100-118

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1972-1973.: nos. 119-149

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1974.: nos. 150-185

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1975.: nos. 186-200

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1976. (folder 1): nos. 201-222

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1976. (folder 2): nos. 223-245

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1977. (folder 1): nos. 246-253

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1977. (folder 2): nos. 254-287

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1978.: nos. 288-315

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1979.: nos. 316-352


CF* Great Salt Lake. 1982.: nos. 371-380

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1983.: nos. 381-409


CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 1): nos. 498-528

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 2): nos. 529-559

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 3): nos. 560-590

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 4): nos. 591-621
CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 5): nos. 622-652

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1986. (folder 6): nos. 653-671

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1987. (folder 1): nos. 672-702


CF* Great Salt Lake. 1989.: nos. 814-840

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1990.: nos. 841-856

VF Great Salt Lake. 1990-

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1991.: nos. 857-870

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1992.: nos. 871-890

CF* Great Salt Lake. 1993- : nos. 891-

CF* Great Salt Lake.
CF* Great Salt Lake.

CF* Great Salt Lake.

CF* Great Salt Lake.

CF* Great Salt Lake.

VF Great Salt Lake Authority.

VF Great Salt Lake Base and Meridian.

VF Great Salt Lake--Boating.

VF Great Salt Lake Desert.

VF Great Salt Lake Diking Project.

VF Great Salt Lake Health Planning Council.

VF Great Salt Lake Interagency Technical Team.

VF Great Salt Lake. Lucin cut-off.

CF* Great Salt Lake Mental Health Board.: nos. 1-

VF Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources.
CF* Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources.: nos. 1-26

CF* Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources. 1972-1990.: nos. 27-41

CF* Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources. 1991- : nos. 42-

CF* Great Salt Lake--Mineral resources.

CF* Great Salt Lake Minerals and Chemicals Corporation.: nos. 1-

VF Great Salt Lake National Park.

CF* Great Salt Lake National Park.: nos. 1-

CF* Great Salt Lake--Shorelands. (folder 1): nos. 1-25

CF* Great Salt Lake--Shorelands. (folder 2): nos. 26-45

CF* Great Salt Lake--Shorelands. (folder 3): nos. 46-

VF Great Salt Lake State Park.

VF Great Salt Lake State Park. 1991-

VF Great Salt Lake Study Resolution.
VF Great Salt Lake Yacht Club, Inc.

VF & CF Great Western Trail.

CF Greater Salt Lake Bible Academy.

CF Greater Salt Lake Convention and Tourism Council, Inc.

VF & CF Greaves, Halbert Spencer.

VF Greaves, J. E.

Greece see Utah. University. Spotlight on Greece.

VF & CF Greeks in Utah.


CF Greeks in Utah. 1991-

CF Greeks in Utah. 1983-

VF & CF Green, Doyle L.

VF Green, George A.

Green River see also Green River, Utah.

VF & CF Green River, Utah.

see also River running.
CF Green River, Utah. 1986-

VF Green River, Utah. 1990-

CF Greener, Glen.

CF Greenpeace Foundation.

CF Greenwood, Marion J.

VF Gregory, Herbert E.

VF Grinnell, George Bird.

VF Groesbeck, Nicholas, 1819-1884.

VF & CF Gronway Parry Collection.

VF Gross, John.

CF* Growth--Salt Lake City.: nos. 1-30

CF* Growth--Salt Lake City. 1981-1990.: nos. 31-49

CF* Growth--Salt Lake City. 1991- : nos. 50-

CF* Growth--Salt Lake City.

CF* Growth--Salt Lake County.: nos. 1-
CF* Growth--Salt Lake County.

CF* Growth--The West.: nos. 1-

VF Growth--Utah.

CF* Growth--Utah.: nos. 1-35

CF* Growth--Utah. 1980.: nos. 36-66


CF* Growth--Utah. 1984-1990.: nos. 93-104

CF* Growth--Utah. 1991-: nos. 105-

CF* Growth--Utah.

CF* Growth--Utah.

VF Grundmann, Albert W.

VF & CF Guadalupe Center, Salt Lake City.

CF Guadalupe Center, Salt Lake City. 1987-

CF Guadalupe Center Voluntary Improvement Program.

CF Gulbranson, Orin.
Gun control see Guns and gun control.

VF Gunderson, Mary Alice.

VF Gunnerson, James H., 1922-

Gunnison, John William, 1812-1853 see also Gunnison Massacre, 1853.

CF Gunnison Island.

CF Gunnison Massacre, 1853.

VF & CF Gunnison, Utah.

VF Guns and gun control.

CF* Guns and gun control.: nos. 1-28

CF* Guns and gun control. 1986-1989.: nos. 29-52

CF* Guns and gun control. 1990-1992.: nos. 53-82

VF Guns and gun control. 1991-

CF* Guns and gun control. 1993- : nos. 83-

CF* Guns and gun control.

CF* Guns and gun control.
CF* Guns and gun control.

VF Gustafson, Robert.

VF Gustavus, Susan O.

Gygi, George A. see also Fine Arts Press.

CF Gypsies.